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The nonmesonic decay of the hypertriton is calculated based on a hypertriton wave function and 3N
scattering states, which are rigorous solutions of three-body Faddeev equations using realistic NN and
hyperon-nucleon interactions. The pion exchange together with heavier meson exchanges for the LN!NN
transition is considered. The total nonmesonic decay rate is found to be 0.5% of the free L decay rate.
Integrated as well as differential decay rates are given. The p- and n-induced decays are discussed thoroughly
and it is shown that the corresponding total rates cannot be measured individually. @S0556-2813~97!03905-8#
PACS number~s!: 21.80.1a, 21.45.1v, 23.40.2s, 27.10.1hI. INTRODUCTION
The hypertriton consisting of a neutron, proton, and a L
or S , which strongly convert into each other, is bound
against L-deuteron decay by 0.1360.05 MeV. Recently that
number could be reproduced @1# by solving the Faddeev
equations based on realistic NN forces and the Nijmegen
hyperon-nucleon interaction @2#. The resulting wave function
has all two-body correlations exactly built in as enforced by
the various two-body forces. As the lightest hypernucleus the
hypertriton plays the same role in hypernuclear physics that
the deuteron does in nuclear physics. However, in contrast to
the deuteron, the hypertriton is subject to the weak decay and
has a lifetime comparable to that of the free L ,
tL52.63310210 sec. The first data on light hypernuclear
lifetimes have been obtained using bubble chamber experi-
ments and emulsion works which in most cases only detected
the mesonic decay modes. These measurements suffered
from low precision, very poor statistics and difficulties with
particle identification, leading to fairly large error bars.
Along with the mesonic two-body decay mode
L
3 H!p2(p0)13He(3H) there are the corresponding me-
sonic multibody decay modes L
3 H!p2(p0)1d1p(n) and
L
3 H!p2(p0)1p1n1p(n). The most precise experiment
to date for the combined two- and multibody decay modes
gave a value of t5(2.2810.4620.33)310210 sec @3#. Fur-
thermore, a similar measurement was also able to estimate
the decay branching ratio G(L3 H!p213He)/G(L3 H! all
p2 mesonic modes! as 0.3060.07.
Besides the mesonic decay channels there are also two
nonmesonic modes, L
3 H!d1p and L3 H!p1p1n . While it
is well known that these channels dominate the weak decay
of heavy hypernuclei they are expected to be rare for the
hypertriton since the mesonic modes are not Pauli sup-
pressed @4#. As a first step this two-baryon decay mode
LN!NN can be understood in terms of the free-space de-
cay mechanism L!pN with virtual pion that is absorbed on
a second nucleon bound in the hypernucleus @5#. However,550556-2813/97/55~5!/2196~18!/$10.00the large momentum transfer involved in the reaction leads
to a mechanism that is sensitive to the short distance behav-
ior of the amplitude and allows for the exchange of heavier
mesons. The production of these mesons would be below
threshold for the free-space L decay, but they can contribute
through virtual exchange in a two-baryon decay channel.
The weak nonmesonic decay channel is important since it
allows access to the fundamental aspects of the four-fermion,
strangeness changing weak interaction. In general, starting
with the standard model electroweak Hamiltonian and taking
into account QCD corrections at short distances yields an
effective weak V2A interaction that could presumably pre-
dict the relative strength of the DS50 and DS51 transition.
Thus, hadronic weak matrix elements of the form
^MB8uHwuB& can be calculated @6#. Using these weak verti-
ces as a starting point for effective nuclear two-body opera-
tors that are then implanted into the nucleus with the usual
nuclear many-body wave functions provides the testing
ground for the effective interaction.
Parity violation in hadronic systems represents a unique
tool to study aspects of the nonleptonic weak interaction be-
tween hadrons. The nonmesonic process resembles the weak
DS50 nucleon-nucleon interaction that has been explored
experimentally in parity-violating NN scattering measure-
ments. However, the LN!NN two-body decay mode can
explore both the parity-conserving ~PC! and the parity-
violating ~PV! sector of the DS51 weak baryon-baryon in-
teraction while in the weak NN system one is limited to the
weak PV interaction. A number of theoretical approaches to
the LN!NN decay mode have been developed over the last
30 years which are more extensively reviewed in Ref. @5#.
The DS50 weak nucleon-nucleon interaction at low and in-
termediate energies has generally been described in a meson
exchange model involving one strong interaction vertex and
one weak one; the same approach can be used for a micro-
scopic description of the DS51 LN!NN mechanism.
A recently completed major study of the nonmesonic de-
cay of p-shell hypernuclei @7# found that proper short-range
correlations in the initial and final state are of major impor-2196 © 1997 The American Physical Society
55 2197NONMESONIC WEAK DECAY OF THE HYPERTRITONtance in predicting decay rates and asymmetry observables.
However, in a shell-model framework bound state wave
functions, spectroscopic factors, short-range correlations, and
final state interactions do not all originate from the same
underlying dynamics and, therefore, introduce approxima-
tions that may be difficult to quantify. Since the aim of in-
vestigating the nonmesonic decay is to extract information
on hadronic weak vertices from the LN!NN process, the
decay of few-body hypernuclei offers a window since all
nuclear structure ingredients are derived from the same
baryon-baryon interaction.
It thus appears worthwhile to repeat a former study @4# on
the weak nonmesonic decay of the hypertriton, where a sim-
plified uncorrelated deuteron-L wave function has been
used. We expect that correlations should play an important
role, since the mesons emitted by the weak hyperon-nucleon
transition are reabsorbed by the nucleons. The resulting
meson-exchange operator acts like a two-body force and
consequently probes the hypertriton wave function in its de-
pendence on the pair distance between a hyperon and a
nucleon. Furthermore, the final three nucleons will interact
strongly with each other, which might influence significantly
the decay process. This dynamical ingredient has been ne-
glected in Ref. @4# and will now be fully incorporated.
In Sec. II the theoretical formalism for the evaluation of
the decay matrix element will be given. Section III describes
the necessary technicalities. A special section, Sec. IV, is
devoted to the meson exchange operator. We present our
results in Sec. V. We summarize and conclude in Sec. VI.
II. FORMALISM
There are two nonmesonic decay channels
L
3H!H n1d ,
n1n1p .
According to standard rules, the partial decay probabilities in
the total momentum zero frame are
dGn1d5
1
2 (mmNmd
u^CkWNkWdmNmd
~2 ! uOˆ uC
L
3 Hm&u2
3dkWNdkW d2pd~kWN1kW d!
3dSM
L
3 H2MN2Md2
kWN
2
2MN
2
kW d
2
2Md
D ~1!
and
dGn1n1p5
1
2 (mm1m2m3
u^CkW1kW2kW3m1m2m3
~2 ! uOˆ uC
L
3 Hm&u2
3dkW 1dkW 2dkW 32pd~kW 11kW 21kW 3!
3dSM
L
3 H23MN2
kW 1
2
2MN
2
kW 2
2
2MN
2
kW 3
2
2MN
D ,
~2!
where C (2) are appropriate three-nucleon scattering states,
Oˆ the transition operator, and C
L
3 H the hypertriton wavefunction. We use nonrelativistic notation throughout. The
binding energies are defined as usual in terms of various
masses as
M
L
3 H52MN1ML1e , Md52MN1ed . ~3!
Further, we introduce Jacobi momenta for the final 3N
states,
pW 5 12 ~kW 12kW 2!,qW 5 23 @kW 32 12 ~kW 11kW 2!# , ~4!
and identify for the nd breakup kW 35kWN and kW 11kW 25kW d .
Then some simple algebra leads to
dGn1d5
1
2 (mmNmd
u^CqW 0mNmd
~2 ! uOˆ uC
L
3 Hm&u22p
2MN
3 q0dq
ˆ ,
~5!
with
q05A4MN3 ~ML2MN1e2ed!. ~6!
Because of the averaging over spin directions the matrix el-
ement squared is independent of qˆ 0 and we get just a num-
ber:
Gn1d58p2
2MN
3 q0
1
2 (mmNmd
u^CqW 0mNmd
~2 ! uOˆ uC
L
3 Hm&u2.
~7!
Similar steps lead to
dGn1n1p5
1
2 (mm1m2m3
u^CpWqWm1m2m3
~2 ! uOˆ uC
L
3 Hm&u2
32p
2MN
3 qdq
ˆ dpˆ p2dp ~8!
with
q5A4MN3 SML2MN1e2 pW 2MND . ~9!
Again the spin-averaged part depends only on the angle u
between pˆ and qˆ , thus
dGn1n1p516p3
2
3MNqp
2dpsinu du
3
1
2 (mm1m2m3
u^CpWqWm1m2m3
~2 ! uOˆ uC
L
3 Hm&u2
~10!
This form is convenient for the integration to determine the
total (nnp) decay rate. For the display of the angular and
2198 55J. GOLAK et al.energy distribution of the three nucleons, the following,
equivalent form @6# is more convenient:
dGn1n1p5
1
2 (mm1m2m3
u^CpWqWm1m2m3
~2 ! uOˆ uC
L
3 Hm&u2
32pdkˆ 1dkˆ 2dS
3
MN
2 k1
2k2
2
Ak12~2k21kW 1kˆ 2!21k22~2k11kW 2kˆ 1!2
.
~11!
Here kˆ 1 and kˆ 2 denote the directions of two detected nucle-
ons. That choice of four angles relates the lab energies E1
and E2 kinematically through energy and momentum conser-
vation, as shown in the example of an interparticle angle
Q125180° in Fig. 1. A point on that curve can be defined
through the arclength S measured from some conveniently
chosen point. Our choice for S50 is shown in Fig. 1. Thus,
instead of expressing the fivefold differential cross section
with respect to dE1, for instance, we have chosen dS in Eq.
~11!.
FIG. 1. Locus for kinematically allowed events in the E1-E2
plane and Q125180° together with our definition of the choice for
the arclength S50. From that point on S is evaluated for each point
on the locus in the counterclockwise sense.In Eq. ~11! the necessary additional information, whether
the detected particles 1 and 2 are a proton-neutron pair or
two neutrons, has been dropped for the sake of a simple
notation. The final scattering state carries, however, addi-
tional isotopic spin quantum numbers n1n2n3.
Throughout the paper the normalization of the momentum
states is always like ^kW ukW8&5d3(kW2kW8).
The operator Oˆ is of two-body character and acts between
the L and a nucleon. In the hypertriton wave function let us
denote the L to be particle 1, then
Oˆ 5 (
i52,3
Oˆ ~1,i !. ~12!
Because of the antisymmetry of the hypertriton state and the
scattering states with respect to the two nucleons 2 and 3 the
nuclear matrix element simplifies to
^C~2 !uOˆ uC
L
3 H&52^C~2 !uOˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&. ~13!
The exact inclusion of the final state interactions among
the three final nucleons can be performed in analogy to elec-
tron scattering on 3He @10#. We exemplify it for the nnp
breakup process. For our notation in general we refer to @11#.
The scattering state C (2)[CpWqW
(2) is Faddeev decomposed
C~2 !5~11P !c~2 !, ~14!
where P is the sum of a cyclical and anticyclical permutation
of three objects and c (2) is one Faddeev component. It
obeys the Faddeev equation
c~2 !5f~2 !1G0
~2 !t ~2 !Pc~2 ! ~15!
with
f~2 !5~11G0
~2 !t ~2 !!f0
a
, ~16!
f0
a5
1
A3!
~12P12!uf0&[
1
A6
~12P12!upW &uqW & . ~17!
Here G0
(2) is the free three-nucleon propagator, t (2) the
NN ~off-shell! t matrix, and 1/A6 takes care of the identity
of the three nucleons. Note that P12 acts in the two-body
subsystem described by the relative momentum pW . Let us
now insert Eqs. ~14!, ~15!, and ~16! into the nuclear matrix
element^C~2 !uOˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&5^c
~2 !u~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H &
5^f~2 !u~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&1^c
~2 !uPtG0~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&
5^f0
au~11tG0!~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&1^f0
au~11tG0!PtG0~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&
1^f0
au~11tG0!PtG0PtG0~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&1 . ~18!
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that this can be put into the form
^CpWqW
~2 !uOˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&
5^f0
au~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&1^f0
au~11P !uU&,
~19!
where uU& obeys the Faddeev equation
uU&5tG0~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&1tG0PuU&. ~20!
Note the driving term of that integral equation contains the
operator Oˆ (1,2) applied to the hypertriton bound state
uC
L
3 H& and it also includes rescattering terms of first order in
t . The pure plane wave impulse approximation is the first
term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~19!.
A similar reduction yields for the nd breakup process
^CqW 0
~2 !uOˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&5^fu~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&1^fuPuU&,
~21!
where now uf& contains the deuteron state uwd&:
uf&5uwd&uqW 0& ~22!
and the same state uU& appears.
Using the weak transition operator Oˆ (1,2) in the context
of a strictly nonrelativistic framework requires some ap-
proximations, which we would like to describe in the ex-
ample of pion exchange @5,7#. According to Fig. 2 the tran-
sition operator is
Oˆ ~1,2!5i2u¯~kW 28!gNNpg5u~kW 2!
F2~qp
2 !
qp
2 2mp
2 u¯~kW 18!GFmp
2 ~Ap
1Bpg5!uL~kW 1!. ~23!
Here u and u¯ are the usual Dirac spinors, gNNp the strong
coupling constant for the NNp vertex, and GFmp
2
52.2131027 the weak coupling constant. The constants
Ap51.05 and Bp527.15, which determine the strength of
the parity-violating and parity-conserving amplitudes, re-
spectively, have been adjusted to reproduce the decay ob-
servables of the free L particle @8#. We assume the same
form factor F at the two vertices ~the strong and the weak
one!. In the nonrelativistic reduction at the weak vertex the
FIG. 2. The p-induced LN!NN exchange process of Eqs. ~23!
and ~24!.nucleon mass, MN , and the L mass, ML , are replaced by
their average, M¯ . Then one finds
Oˆ ~1,2!!2GFmp2
gNNp
2MN
F2~qW p
2 !
qW p
2 1mp
2 s
W 2qW pS Ap1 Bp2M¯ sW LqW pD
~24!
with
qW p5kW 12kW 185kW 282kW 2 . ~25!
We have to use two types of Jacobi momenta, one set
referring to the hypertriton composed of LNN and another
set for the final state of three nucleons. The latter ones have
been already defined in Eq. ~4! and will be denoted by pW 8
and qW 8. The ones for the hypertriton are
pW 5
MNkW 12MLkW 2
MN1ML
,
qW 5
~MN1ML!kW 32MN~kW 11kW 2!
2MN1ML
. ~26!
Then for total momentum zero and using the spectator con-
dition qW 5qW 8 one has
qW p5pW 2pW 81
ML2MN
2~ML1MN!
qW . ~27!
As in the derivation of Oˆ (1,2) itself we also neglect here the
difference ML2MN with respect to ML1MN and put
qW p!pW 2pW 8. ~28!
Then we get an ordinary two-body force, which does not
depend on the momentum of the third particle ~which it
would if the mass difference would be included!.
A final remark refers to the isospin part of the transition
matrix element. At the weak vertex the L has to change into
a neutron or a proton by emission of a p0 or p2, respec-
tively. This can be formally accomplished by setting artifi-
cially the L state to be u 122 12& in isospin and introducing tW at
the vertex. This is a well-known trick @5,7# and is in agree-
ment with the empirical DI5 12 rule. As a consequence the
two-body force ~24! has to be multiplied by tW 1tW 2.
Now in the hypertriton the L particle is treated as a
strongly interacting particle and has therefore isospin zero.
The isospin part of the hypertriton (L part only! is
uu&5US 12 12 D 0 L 23u00&1, ~29!
where the indices denote the particles and ( 12 12)0 the obvious
isospin coupling for the two nucleons.
Now the action of tW 1tW 2 resulting from the weak transi-
tion requires the L particle to be treated as u 122 12&1 and con-
sequently the isospin part of the hypertriton has to be rein-
terpreted as
2200 55J. GOLAK et al.uu&!uu&weak[US 12 12 D 0 L 23U
1
2 2
1
2 L 1
5
1
A2
U12 2 12 L 1U
1
2
1
2 L 2U
1
2 2
1
2 L 3
2
1
A2
U12 2 12 L 1U
1
2 2
1
2 L 2U
1
2
1
2 L 3 , ~30!
which displays the partner ~nucleon 2! of the L to be a
proton or a neutron, respectively.
In the nuclear matrix element one acts from the left by the
isospin state of the final three-nucleon system and the
tW 1tW 2 operator and gets for the isospin part alone
3K S t 12 DTMTUtW 1tW 2Uu L
weak
5dMT ,21/2dT ,1/2
A3
2 ~
A3d t01d t1!. ~31!
The index 3 on the bra indicates that the isospin t refers to
the ~12! subsystem.
We see that only total isospin T5 12 occurs for the three
final nucleons. For isoscalar meson exchanges tW 1tW 2 is re-
placed by the unit operator and the corresponding matrix
element is
3K S t 12 DTMTUu L
weak
5dMT ,21/2dT ,1/2~2d t01A3d t1!. ~32!
One can artificially separate the contributions from the
proton- and neutron-induced decays. This corresponds to the
first and second parts on the right-hand side of Eq. ~30!,
respectively. Keeping only one or the other, both isospins
T5 12 and T5 32 contribute, therefore Eqs. ~31! and ~32! will
be adequately modified. That separation into p-induced and
n-induced decays will be considered in Sec. V.
III. TECHNICALITIES
The hypertriton state contains the LNN and the SNN
parts. The L2S conversion is crucial for the binding of the
hypertriton, nevertheless the SNN admixture is extremely
small @1#. Thus we neglect the contribution of the S decay
and keep only the LNN part.
In @1# the hypertriton state has been determined in a par-
tial wave representation and we refer to @1# for the details of
our notation. Here we need only the form
uC
L
3 H&5(
a
E dpp2E dqq2upqa&Ca~pq !,
where p ,q are the magnitudes of the Jacobi momenta ~26!
and a denotes the following set of discrete quantum num-
bers:
a[~ ls ! j S l 12 D I~ jI !JS t 12 DT .Here (ls) j describe the coupling of orbital angular momen-
tum l and total spin s to the total two-body angular momen-
tum j of the LN subsystem, (l 12)I the corresponding cou-
pling of orbital and spin angular momentum of the other
nucleon to its total angular momentum I , ( jI)J the resulting
jI coupling to the total angular momentum J , and finally the
isospin coupling of t5 12 and 12 to total isospin T50, as de-
scribed above.
Also for the evaluation of the matrix elements ~19! and
~21! and the solution of the Faddeev equation ~20!, we work
in a partial wave representation, using a complete set of basis
states now for three nucleons. They are again denoted as
upqa&N but adding a subscript N to indicate that the Jacobi
momenta are now from Eq. ~4!. Furthermore, one has to note
that this is a subset of states antisymmetrized in the sub-
system of particles 1 and 2, thus (l1s1t) has to be odd.
Now projecting the Faddeev equation into the basis
upqa&N and inserting appropriate decompositions of the
unity one gets
N^pqauU&5(E (E N^pqautG0~11P !up8q8a8&NN
3^p8q8a8uOˆ ~1,2!up9q9a9&Ca9~p9q9!
1(E N^pqautG0Pup8q8a8&NN^p8q8a8uU&.
~33!
This is a coupled set of integral equations, with a kernel part,
which is well known @9# from 3N scattering, and an inho-
mogeneous term, whose part left of Oˆ (1,2) is also familiar
from electron scattering @10#. What is left as a new structure
is the application of the Oˆ (1,2) matrix onto the wave func-
tion component of the hypertriton.
Now that Oˆ (1,2) matrix is obviously diagonal in the
quantum numbers of the spectator nucleon:
N^pqauOˆ ~1,2!up8q8a8&
5
d~q2q8!
qq8
dll8d II8^p~ ls ! j uOˆ ~1,2!up8~ l8s8! j&
~34!
and one is left with a simple application of the two-body
force onto the hypertriton in momentum space. The right-
hand side of Eq. ~34! should contain the appropriate isospin
matrix element in the three-particle space, see Eqs. ~31! and
~32!, as a factor.
Once the amplitudes N^pqauU& are determined, the ma-
trix elements in Eqs. ~19! and ~21! can be evaluated by
quadratures in the manner described in @9# and references
therein.
IV. THE TRANSITION OPERATOR
On top of the p-induced transition potential described in
Sec. II we include exchange potentials driven by h , K , r ,
v , and K* mesons. The explicit expressions for the weak
and strong Hamiltonians can be found in Ref. @7#.
The resulting one-boson-exchange expression in a nonrel-
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rewrite here as
Vp~qW m!52GFmp
2 g
2MN
S Aˆ1 Bˆ2M¯ sW 1qW mD sW 2qW mqW m21m2 , ~35!
where g5gNNp is the strong coupling constant for the
NNp vertex, m is the pion mass, qW m stands now for the
momentum carried by the exchanged meson and the opera-
tors Aˆ and Bˆ contain the isospin dependence of the potential
Aˆ5AptW 1tW 2 , Bˆ5BptW 1tW 2 . ~36!
For pseudoscalar mesons different from the pion we have
an expression analogous to Eq. ~35! but making the follow-
ing replacements:
g!gNNh ,
m!mh ,
~37!
Aˆ!Ah ,
Bˆ!Bh
when considering the exchange of the isoscalar h-meson,
and
g!gLNK ,
m!mK ,
~38!
Aˆ!SCKPV2 1DKPV1CK
PV
2 t
W 1tW 2DMNM¯ ,
Bˆ!SCKPC2 1DKPC1CK
PC
2 t
W 1tW 2D
for the isodoublet kaon.
The factor MN /M¯ corrects for the fact that the nonrela-
tivistic reduction of the strong LNK vertex is now propor-
tional to (sW 2qW m)/2M¯ , giving a factor 1/M¯ instead of
1/MN .
In the case of vector mesons as the r , one obtains @7#
Vr~qW m!5GFmp
2 S F1aˆ2 ~aˆ1bˆ !~F11F2!4MNM¯ ~sW 13qW m!
3~sW 23qW m!1i
«ˆ ~F11F2!
2MN
~sW 13sW 2!qW mD
3
1
qW m
21m2
~39!
with m5mr , F15gNNr
V
, F25gNNr
T and where the operators
aˆ , bˆ , and «ˆ have the following structure:aˆ5artW 1tW 2 ,
bˆ5brtW 1tW 2 , ~40!
«ˆ5«rtW 1tW 2 .
We can get the nonrelativistic potential corresponding to
the exchange of the rest of vector mesons by making the
following replacements in Eq. ~39!:
m!mv ,
F1!gNNvV ,
F2!gNNvT , ~41!
aˆ!av ,bˆ!bv ,
«ˆ!«v
for the exchange of the isoscalar v , and
m!mK*,
F1!gLNK*
V
,
F2!gLNK*
T
,
~42!
aˆ!
CK*
PC,V
2 1DK*
PC,V
1
CK*
PC,V
2 t
W 1tW 2 ,
bˆ!
CK*
PC,T
2 1DK*
PC,T
1
CK*
PC,T
2 t
W 1tW 2 ,
«ˆ!S CK*PV2 1DK*PV1CK*
PV
2 t
W 1tW 2DMNM¯
for the isodoublet K* meson.
In configuration space the potential including the ex-
change of all the mesons can be cast into the form
V~rW !5(
i
(
a
Va
~ i !~rW !5(
i
(
a
Va
~ i !~r !Oˆ aIˆa
~ i !
5(
i
@VC
~ i !~r !IˆC
~ i !1VSS
~ i !~r !sW 1sW 2IˆSS~ i !
1VT
~ i !~r !S12~rˆ !IˆT
~ i !1$nisW 2rˆ1~12ni!@sW 13sW 2#rˆ%
3VPV
~ i ! ~r !IˆPV
~ i ! # , ~43!
where the index i runs over the different mesons exchanged
(i51, . . . ,6 meaning p ,r , K , K*, h ,v) and a over the
different spin operators denoted by C ~central spin indepen-
dent!, SS ~central spin dependent!, T ~tensor!, and PV ~parity
violating!. In the above expression, particle 1 refers to the
L and ni51(0) for pseudoscalar ~vector! mesons. For is-
ovector mesons (p , r) the isospin factor Iˆa(i) is tW 1tW 2 for all
values of a , for isoscalar mesons (h ,v) this factor is just
2202 55J. GOLAK et al.TABLE I. Constants appearing in the weak transition potential for different mesons ~in units of
GFmp
2 ). The strong and weak coupling constants have been taken from Ref. @7#.
m KC
m KSS
m KT
m KPV
m
p 0 Bp
2M¯
gNNp
2MN
Bp
2M¯
gNNp
2MN
Ap
gNNp
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2
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1
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T
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2
1
2MN
gLNK*
V 1gLNK*
T
2M¯
2
gLNK*
V 1gLNK*
T
2MN1ˆ , and for isodoublet mesons (K ,K*) there are contributions
proportional to 1ˆ and to tW 1tW 2 with coefficients that depend
on the coupling constants and, therefore, on the spin struc-
ture piece of the potential denoted by a .
For K exchange the isospin factors in Eq. ~43! are
IˆC
~3 !50,
IˆSS
~3 !5IˆT
~3 !5
CK
PC
2 1DK
PC1
CK
PC
2 t
W 1tW 2 , ~44!
IˆPV
~3 !5
CK
PV
2 1DK
PV1
CK
PV
2 t
W 1tW 2 ,
and for K* exchange they are
IˆC
~6 !5
CK*
PC,V
2 1DK*
PC,V
1
CK*
PC,V
2 t
W 1tW 2 ,
IˆSS
~6 !5IˆT
~6 !5
CK*
PC,V
1CK*
PC,T
2 1~DK*
PC,V
1DK*
PC,T
!
1
~CK*
PC,V
1CK*
PC,T
!
2 t
W 1tW 2 ,
IˆPV
~6 !5
CK*
PV
2 1DK*
PV
1
CK*
PV
2 t
W 1tW 2 . ~45!
The different pieces Va
(i)
, with a5C ,SS ,T ,PV, given in
Ref. @7#, are reproduced here for completeness:VC
~ i !~r !5KC
~ i !e
2m ir
4pr [KC
~ i !VC~r ,m i!, ~46!
VSS
~ i !~r !5KSS
~ i ! 1
3Fm i2 e
2m ir
4pr 2d~r !G[KSS~ i !VSS~r ,m i!,
~47!
TABLE II. Strong ~Nijmegen! and weak coupling constants and
cutoff parameters for the different mesons. The weak couplings are
in units of GFmp
2 52.2131027.
Weak c.c. L i
Meson Strong c.c. PC PV ~GeV!
p gNNp513.3 Bp527.15 Ap51.05 1.30
gLSp512.0
h gNNh56.40 Bh5214.3 Ah51.80 1.30
gLLh526.56
K gLNK5214.1 CK
PC5218.9 CKPV50.76 1.20
gNSK54.28 DK
PC56.63 DKPV52.09
r gNNr
V 53.16 ar523.50 Er51.09 1.40
gNNr
T 513.3 br526.11
gLSr
V 50
gLSr
T 511.2
c gNNv
V 510.5 av523.69 ev521.33 1.50
gNNv
T 53.22 bv528.04
gLLv
V 57.11
gLLv
T 524.04
K* gLNK*
V
525.47 CK*
PC,V
523.61 CK*
PV
524.48 2.20
gLNK*
T
5211.9 CK*
PC,T
5217.9
gNSK*
V
523.16 DK*
PC,V
524.89 DK*
PV
50.60
gNSK*
T
56.00 DK*
PC,T
59.30
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~ i !~r !5KT
~ i ! 1
3 m i
2 e
2m ir
4pr S 11 3m ir1 3~m ir!2D
[KT
~ i !VT~r ,m i!, ~48!
VPV
~ i ! ~r !5KPV
~ i !m i
e2m ir
4pr S 11 1m ir D[KPV~ i !VPV~r ,m i!, ~49!
where m i denotes the mass of the different mesons. The ex-
pressions for Ka
(i)
, which contain factors and coupling con-
stants, are given in Table I. The explicit values of the strong
and weak coupling constants, taken from Ref. @7#, are shown
in Table II.
Including monopole form factors Fi(qW 2)5(L i22m i2)/
(L i21qW 2) at both vertices, where the value of the cutoff,
L i , depends on the meson ~see Table II!, leads to the fol-
lowing regularization of the potential:
VC~r;m i!!VC~r;m i!2VC~r;L i!
2L i
L i
22m i
2
2
e2L ir
4p S 12 2L ir D , ~50!VSS~r;m i!!VSS~r;m i!2VSS~r;L i!
2L i
L i
22m i
2
2
e2L ir
4p S 12 2L ir D , ~51!
VT~r;m i!!VT~r;m i!2VT~r;L i!
2L i
L i
22m i
2
2
e2L ir
4p S 11 1L ir D , ~52!
VPV~r;m i!!VPV~r;m i!2VPV~r;L i!2
L i
22m i
2
2
e2L ir
4p ,
~53!
where Va(r;L i) has the same structure as Va(r;m i), defined
in Eqs. ~46!–~49!, but replacing the meson mass m i by the
corresponding cutoff mass L i .
The last step is the transition into the momentum space
partial wave representation ~34!. Of course we could have
derived that directly from Eqs. ~35!–~39! using the standard
helicity formalism @12#.
This leads to^p~ ls ! j uV ~ i !up8~ l8s8! j&5
2
p
i ~ l82l !E
0
`
drr2 j l~pr !VC~ i !~r ! j l8~p8r !d ll8dss81
2
p
i ~ l82l !E
0
`
drr2 j l~pr !VSS~ i !~r ! j l8~p8r !
3^~ ls ! j usW 1sW 2u~ l8s8! j&1 2p i ~ l82l !E0
`
drr2 j l~pr !VT~ i !~r ! j l8~p8r !^~ ls ! j uS12~rˆ !u~ l8s8! j&
1
2
p
i ~ l82l !niE
0
`
drr2 j l~pr !VPV~ i ! ~r ! j l8~p8r !^~ ls ! j usW 2rˆ u~ l8s8! j&1 2p i ~ l82l !~12ni!
3E
0
`
drr2 j l~pr !VPV~ i ! ~r ! j l8~p8r !^~ ls ! j u@sW 13sW 2#rˆ u~ l8s8! j&. ~54!The radial integrations were carried out numerically. The
angular momentum parts are standard and are given, for in-
stance, in @7#.
Since our results show a strong dependence on the differ-
ent meson contributions with varying signs, we would like to
display the radial shapes of the four types of potentials
(C ,SS ,T , PV! split into the different meson contributions.
This is shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for the central spin-
independent, in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! for the central spin-
dependent, in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! for the tensor, and in Figs.
6~a! and 6~b! for the parity-violating channels. Note that we
have represented r2Va
(i)
, where Va
(i) is the potential regular-
ized by the effect of form factors, and that the expectation
value of the isospin factor for each meson and channel has
also been included. As expected, we observe that the
p-meson contribution is by far the one of longest range.
More interesting is to note that, compared to the pion, all the
other mesons play a relevant role in a wide range which
extends up to about 1.5 fm. On the right-hand side of the
figures we have plotted the full potential obtained when allmeson contributions are added. We observe that the full po-
tential is clearly different from the p-only one, shown on the
left-hand side of the figures. We also see that in the spin-
independent central channel @Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!# the contri-
bution of the vector mesons compensate each other giving
rise to a practically negligible transition potential for both
isospin channels.
In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! only the vector mesons appear since
they are the ones that contribute to the spin-independent
channel. These figures show that the three potentials have
about the same range and their contribution is similarly rel-
evant.
As seen in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, the K* meson gives a very
important contribution to the central spin-dependent channel.
We also observe that, except in the intermediate range where
the potentials change sign, there is a constructive interfer-
ence between the pseudoscalar and vector components of
each isospinlike pair @ (p ,r) , (K ,K*) , (h ,v) #. Note that,
in the T51 channel, the v meson lies very close to the
r-meson potential. This is due to the similar value of the r
2204 55J. GOLAK et al.and v masses and to the fact that the combination of strong
and weak coupling constants building up KSS
(i) ~see Tables I
and II! gives, by chance, a very similar value. This behavior
is not observed for the T50 channel because, due to its
isovector character, the r-meson contains an additional fac-
tor of 23 compared to the v meson, as can be clearly seen
in Fig. 4~a!.
The tensor transition potential is shown in Figs. 5~a! and
5~b!. In this case, we observe a destructive interference pat-
tern for each pair of isospin-like mesons. In the T51 chan-
nel the K* meson clearly stands out with respect to the other
mesons and, for the same reasons explained above, the r and
v contributions are again very similar.
Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show the parity-violating contribu-
tions. Here, the interference is constructive for the (h ,v)
FIG. 3. Individual meson contributions to the isoscalar ~a! and
isovector ~b! central spin independent regularized potential
r2VC
m(r). The potential obtained by adding all meson contributions
for the isoscalar ~c! and isovector ~d! cases.
FIG. 4. Individual meson contributions to the isoscalar ~a! and
isovector ~b! central spin dependent regularized potential
r2VSS
m (r). The potential obtained by adding all meson contributions
for the isoscalar ~c! and isovector ~d! cases.pair and destructive for the (p ,r) pair in both isospin chan-
nels. The (K ,K*) pair shows a destructive interference in the
T50 channel and a constructive one in the T51 channel. In
these figures the longest range of the pion contribution stands
out quite clearly over the other mesons, especially in the
T50 channel.
V. RESULTS
We used a hypertriton wave function based on the
Nijmegen 93 NN potential @13# and the Nijmegen YN inter-
action @2#, which include the L2S transitions. The number
of channels ~see Sec. III! used in the solution of the corre-
sponding Faddeev equation is 102. This leads to a fully con-
verged state, which has the proper antisymmetrization
among the two nucleons built in. Also the NN and YN cor-
FIG. 5. Individual meson contributions to the isoscalar ~a! and
isovector ~b! tensor regularized potential r2VT
m(r). The potential
obtained by adding all meson contributions for the isoscalar ~c! and
isovector ~d! cases.
FIG. 6. Individual meson contributions to the isoscalar ~a! and
isovector ~b! parity-violating regularized potential r2VPV
m (r). The
potential obtained by adding all meson contributions for the isosca-
lar ~c! and isovector ~d! cases.
55 2205NONMESONIC WEAK DECAY OF THE HYPERTRITONrelations are exactly included as generated by the various
baryon-baryon forces ~see @1#!. The SNN part of the state
has a probability of 0.5% and will be neglected.
The deuteron and the final state interaction among the
three nucleons is generated using the Nijmegen 93 NN force,
including the NN force components up to total two-body
angular momentum j52. This is sufficient to get a con-
verged result for the nuclear matrix element.
Since the total three-body angular momentum is con-
served, the Faddeev equation ~20! for the final state interac-
tion ~FSI! has to be solved only for total three-body angular
momentum J5 12, but for both parities due to the parity-
violating transition potential.
The total nonmesonic decay rate turns out to be
G50.213108(1/s), which is 0.55% of the free L decay rate,
GL53.83109(1/s). This is about 1 order of magnitude
smaller than what has been found in the rough estimate @4#,
which was based only on p exchange, a simplified hypertri-
ton wave function, and the absence of FSI. In the following,
we show that the final value for the total decay rate comes
from many dynamical ingredients, which all contribute sig-
nificantly. Therefore, that quantity will be an important test
for our understanding of that system and should be mea-
sured.
Table III shows the individual contributions of the six
mesons to Gnm and the way each meson contributes to the
final result. We see that the pion by itself provides the largest
contribution, followed by K , K*, and v . Adding the meson
contributions one by one can yield a strongly varying se-
quence as seen in Table III choosing a special but arbitrary
order. In view of Figs. 3–6 this is hardly surprising. The final
result, however, is such that one ends up close to the value
with pion exchange only.
The total decay rate is the sum of the partial rates for the
TABLE III. Decay rates in units of s21 for individual meson
exchanges and for partially summed up exchanges.
Gmeson G partially summed
p 0.2412 3108 p 0.2412 3108
h 0.4826 3106 p1h 0.2299 3108
K 0.5422 3107 p1h1K 0.9267 3107
r 0.7647 3106 p1h1K1r 0.7502 3108
v 0.4372 3107 p1h1K1r1v 0.1752 3108
K* 0.5569 3107 p1h1K1r1v1K* 0.2126 3108
TABLE IV. Selected decay rates in units of s21 for p exchange
only and for exchange of all mesons.
p exchange only Exchange of all mesons
GPWIAS
n1d 0.59 3107 0.47 3107
Gn1d 0.15 3107 0.22 3107
GPWIAS
n1n1p 0.46 3108 0.36 3108
Gn1n1p 0.23 3108 0.19 3108
GPC
n1d 0.88 3106 0.22 3107
GPV
n1d 0.59 3106 0.22 3105
GPC
n1p1p 0.13 3108 0.12 3108
GPV
n1p1p 0.92 3107 0.73 3107nd and nnp decays. Our result for the pion only is shown in
Table IV. The nnp contribution is clearly dominant. We also
show the plane wave impulse approximation ~symmetrized!
~PWIAS! results. They are defined by evaluating the nuclear
matrix elements in Eqs. ~19! and ~21! keeping only the first
terms, respectively. The comparison of PWIAS to the full
result @keeping both terms in Eqs. ~19! and ~21!# underlines
the importance of the final state interaction, which reduces
the rate. Finally the parity-conserving and parity-violating
contributions are listed and it is seen that they are compa-
rable to each other, though with a slight dominance of the
parity-conserving part.
The corresponding numbers including all mesons are also
displayed in Table IV. Again the final state interaction is
very important and reduces the PWIAS results by about a
factor of 2. Now for all mesons included the parity-
conserving part is clearly dominant.
There is often a separation of p- and n-induced decay in
the literature @5,7#. They act clearly coherently and strictly
spoken cannot be separated experimentally. Theoretically,
however, we can choose in the intermediate state in front of
uC
L
3 H& in Eqs. ~19!, ~20!, and ~21!, a situation that the L
particle chooses either a proton or a neutron as its partner for
meson exchanges. This amounts to keeping only the first or
second term on the right hand side of Eq. ~30!, respectively.
As already mentioned above this requires one to keep also
T53/2 states in the final state.
FIG. 7. The location of the three peaks corresponding to
kW i50(i51,2,3) and the FSI peaks in the u-p plane ~see text!.
TABLE V. Proton- and neutron-induced decay rates in units of
s21 for p exchange only and for the exchange of all mesons in
comparison to the total nd and nnp rates.
p exchange only Exchange of all mesons
G (n)
n1d 0.20 3106 0.64 3106
G (p)
n1d 0.78 3106 0.70 3106
Gn1d 0.15 3107 0.22 3107
G (n)
n1n1p 0.59 3107 0.57 3107
G (p)
n1n1p 0.18 3108 0.13 3108
Gn1n1p 0.23 3108 0.19 3108
2206 55J. GOLAK et al.Our results for the pion only and for all six mesons are
displayed in Table V. For the nd breakup clearly the separate
n- and p-induced decay rates do not add up to the total
nd-decay rate, which tells that there is interference. On the
other hand, for the nnp breakup the separate contributions
from the n- and p-induced decays add up to the totalnnp-decay rate. However, this does not imply automatically
that they can be separated experimentally. We come back to
that interesting issue below. We see that for nd and nnp
decay the p-induced decay is stronger.
Focusing on the PWIAS for the nnp breakup of Eq. ~19!,
one has three contributions^f0
au~11P !Oˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&5
1
A612
a ^pWm1m2n1n2u3^qWm3n3uOˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&1
1
A623
a ^pWm1m2n1n2u1^qWm3n3uOˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&
1
1
A631
a ^pWm1m2n1n2u2^qWm3n3uOˆ ~1,2!uC
L
3 H&. ~55!In the above equation we applied the P operator to the left.
As always, the subscripts refer to the particles in states with
momenta pW , qW , spin magnetic quantum numbers m , and neu-
tron or proton labels n . Using Eq. ~30! the isospin matrix
elements can simply be calculated with the result that in the
first matrix element on the right-hand side of Eq. ~55! nucle-
ons 1 and 2 are two neutrons for n-induced decay and a
neutron-proton pair for the p-induced decay. Also that first
matrix element peaks at qW 50, which means that nucleons
1 and 2 share the total energy and emerge back to back.
Under this kinematical condition the other two matrix ele-
ments are strongly suppressed, as is manifest if one expresses
the momenta occurring in these two matrix elements in terms
of pW and qW 50 of the first matrix element. If we denote the
pW from the first matrix element as pW 12 , then it turns out that
pW 52 12pW 12(2 12pW 12) and qW 5pW 12(2pW 12) in the second ~third!
matrix element, respectively, and for such a qW value uC
L
3 H& is
suppressed.
The other two matrix elements also peak if particles 1 or
2 emerge with zero momenta. Therefore, we have to expect
three peaks. Let us now take a closer look at the quantity
dGn1n1p/dpdu , defined in Eq. ~10!. That quantity, suitably
restricted to certain or all meson exchanges, summed over all
p and u values provided the various values of Tables III–V.
For the choice of Jacobi momenta ~4! the three peaks are
located as sketched in Fig. 7. Energy and momentum conser-
vation requires that p21 34q2[pmax
2
, where pmax is the maxi-
FIG. 8. The differential decay rate dGn1n1p/dpdu for PWIAS
and exchange of all mesons.mal p value. For the available energy pmax'2 fm21. As an
example we regard kW 250. Then pW 5 12kW 1 and qW 52kW 1. It fol-
lows that k15pmax and consequently p5 12pmax . For kW 350
the momenta kW 1 and kW 2 have to be back to back and there
will be no u dependence; for kW 250 the momenta kW 3 and kW 1
are opposite to each other, therefore u5 p and finally for
kW 150 the momenta kW 352kW 2 and u50. For PWIAS the re-
sult is displayed in Fig. 8 for the exchange of all mesons.
The corresponding results for p exchange only is qualita-
tively similar but larger by about 50%. As expected we see
the three peaks at the proper locations. The variation with
u for the maximal p value is due to the factor sinu in expres-
sion ~10!. Note that the sinu dependence also removes the
highest peak values for all three peaks.
For the choice of nucleons 1 and 3 being neutrons and 2 a
proton we thus have to expect that for a neutron-induced
decay there should be only one peak at the position p
5 12 pmax and u5p , which is indeed the case as shown in Fig.
9. Note that in evaluating the nuclear matrix element of Eq.
~10! we fixed the isospin magnetic quantum numbers n1,
n2, n3 to be 2 12, 12, 2 12. This refers to Figs. 8–13. For
p-induced decay we expect two peaks corresponding to ei-
ther kW 150 or kW 250. And this is what comes out and what is
shown in Fig. 10. Regarding Figs. 9 and 10 we see that the
areas populated by n- and p-induced decays appear to be
well separated in phase space and seem to add up essentially
FIG. 9. The n-induced differential decay rate dG (n)
n1n1p/dpdu
for PWIAS and p exchange only. Nucleons 1, 2, and 3 are chosen
to be a neutron, a proton, and a neutron.
55 2207NONMESONIC WEAK DECAY OF THE HYPERTRITONincoherently to the full result. A closer inspection, however,
will be carried through below, which leads to a different
result.
Now let us turn on the final state interaction. For three
nucleons interacting among each other one knows from Nd
breakup reactions @9# that cross sections are strongly en-
hanced if two nucleons emerge with equal momenta. This is
due to the strong interaction in the 1S0 state, where the
NN t matrix has a pole close to zero energy ~virtual state!.
These enhancements will be called final state interaction
peaks ~FSIP’s! in the following. Figure 7 shows the positions
where this happens in the p- u plane. For the case p50
clearly no u dependence is present. For all meson exchanges
Fig. 11 shows dGn1n1p/dpdu including the full final state
interaction. We see again the three peaks already known
from the PWIAS result, but with reduced heights according
to the already known reduction of the rate due to the final
state interaction. In addition there are two more little peaks
caused by the final state interaction for two pairs of nucleons,
where the nucleons forming a pair have equal momenta, re-
spectively. The final state interaction peak for the third pair
is suppressed by the kinematical factor p2 in Eq. ~10!. The
p- and n-induced pictures ~Figs. 12 and 13! keeping the full
final state interaction again look qualitatively similar to the
ones evaluated in the PWIAS approximation, only the final
state interaction peaks are added.
It is interesting to see despite the fact that FSI decreases
the dGn1n1p/dpdu values significantly, which means a
strong rescattering among the three nucleons, that there is
only one peak for the n-induced decay and the rescattering
does not populate the other two peak areas. The correspond-
ing is also true for the p-induced decay. Again the events for
n- and p-induced decays seem to add up incoherently in the
quantity dGn1n1p/dpdu .
FIG. 11. The differential decay rate dGn1n1p/dpdu with full
inclusion of the final state interaction and exchange of all mesons.
FIG. 10. The same as in Fig. 9 for p-induced decay.Let us now discuss the form ~11! of the differential decay
rate expressed in individual momenta in the total momentum
zero frame of the decaying hypertriton. After averaging over
the initial state polarization and summing over the spin mag-
netic quantum numbers of the final three nucleons, the decay
rate can depend only on the angle between the two nucleon
detectors, Q12. We now show two sets of figures, Figs. 14
and 15, for various Q12’s 0°<Q12<180° and for pion ex-
change only. In Fig. 14 we compare PWIAS to the full cal-
culation including final state interaction. Thereby the two
detected nucleons can be either a proton-neutron pair or two
neutrons. For Q125180° we see a strong enhancement for
S'110 MeV. ~This corresponds to a location around the
middle of the locus in Fig. 1.! In PWIAS this is caused by
the fact that there the L
3 H wave function enters at
qW 5kW 350. As in Nd scattering, we shall from now on call
such a configuration, where one final nucleon has zero mo-
mentum, a quasifree scattering ~QFS! configuration. The fi-
nal state interaction reduces that enhancement, but it is still
pronounced. In addition we see two FSIP’s in the full calcu-
lation. ~They have to be absent, of course, in PWIAS.! For
Q125160° that enhancement is reduced and two peaks
emerge at the beginning and the end of the S curve. Since
there either E1 or E2 are small, we have again configura-
tions, which are close to QFS conditions, now for the
nucleon pairs 2,3 and 1,3, respectively. This explains the
additional enhancements. Now at Q125120° the enhance-
ment in the middle of the S curve has disappeared. That
point on the S curve corresponds exactly to the so-called
space-star configuration in an N1d!N1N1N process. All
three nucleons receive the same energy and emerge com-
FIG. 12. The n-induced differential decay rate dG (n)
n1n1p/dpdu
with full inclusion of the final state interaction and p-exchange
only.
FIG. 13. The same as in Fig. 12 for p-induced decay.
2208 55J. GOLAK et al.FIG. 14. The differential decay rate dGn1n1p/dQ12dS for various angles Q12 and p exchange only. The two detected nucleons are either
a p~particle 1!n~particle 2! pair or two neutrons. PWIAS is compared to the treatment including the full final state interaction.
55 2209NONMESONIC WEAK DECAY OF THE HYPERTRITONFIG. 15. The n- and p-induced differential decay rates dG (n),(p)
n1n1p/dQ12dS in comparison to the physical rate for various angles Q12 and
p exchange only. The two detected nucleons are either a p~particle 1!n~particle 2! pair or two neutrons. The final state interaction is fully
included.
2210 55J. GOLAK et al.FIG. 16. The same as in Fig. 15 for the exchange of all mesons.pletely symmetrically under 120° pairwise angles. This is far
away from QFS conditions and no enhancement is expected.
Of course, at the beginning and end of the S curve the peaks
correspond again to conditions close to QFS. The situation
remains similar at Q12590° and 60°. Finally a new structure
appears at Q12520° and above all at Q1250° in the middle
of the S curve. This is a FSIP, which is fully developed for
Q1250°. In principle it could be used to extract information
on the np and nn scattering lengths like in Nd breakup pro-
cesses.
In Fig. 15 we compare the full calculations to the separate
decay rates for n- and p-induced processes. Note that in this
figure PN means that the proton is nucleon 1 and a neutron is
nucleon 2, which corresponds to n15 12, n252 12, and
n352
1
2 in the matrix element of Eq. ~11!.
At Q125180° the decay rates in the center of the S curve
are essentially given by the p-induced process if a proton
neutron pair is registered and by the n-induced process if two
neutrons are registered. Already at Q125160° this is no
longer true. The p-induced rate and even more the
n-induced rate is significantly lower than the rate built up by
the full physical process. It is interesting to see in cases of
Figs. 15~b!–15~f! that the n-induced decay rate for pn de-
tection at the upper end of S is practically identical to the
decay rate corresponding to the full physical process. The
reason is that at the upper end of S the energy E1 ~the proton
energy! is nearly zero ~see Fig. 1!, and therefore two neu-
trons carry essentially all the energy. Without FSI’s such a
case can only be generated by an n-induced decay and quali-
tatively this picture does not change due to FSI’s. In the caseof p-induced decay, its rate for pn and nn detection at the
lower end of S is practically identical with the full decay
rate. The reason is similar as for the n-induced decay. At the
lower end of S the energy E2 ~a neutron energy! is nearly
zero. Therefore a proton-neutron pair has to carry essentially
all the energy and this has to be generated by a p-induced
process. All these enhancements at the lower and upper end
of S are QFS-like cases.
Interesting are also the FSIP’s, especially pronounced at
Q1250° and 180°. At Q1250° and for neutron-neutron de-
tections the proton has to fly in the opposite direction, there-
fore the p-induced process has to be mainly responsible for
the peak, as is the case. For p-n detection, however, both
p- and n-induced decays can contribute to a FSIP and they
do. Apparently the p- and n-induced decays have to inter-
fere, since the individual rates do not add up to the total
physical decay. As a further example we comment on the left
strong FSIP at Q125180°. There are two peaks according to
pn and nn detections. For nn detection ~the neutrons have
opposite momenta! this has to be necessarily a pn FSIP. As
we see from the figure it receives contributions from n- and
p-induced processes, again coherently. In the case of pn
detection ~the proton an a neutron have opposite momenta!
the special location on the S curve ~high proton energy! re-
quires that it is an nn FSIP. Therefore the very dominant
contribution has to come from the p-induced process. This is
clearly visible in Fig. 15.
The corresponding curves, when all mesons are included,
are qualitatively the same and only very few examples are
displayed in Fig. 16. The heights of the FSIP’s have
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Finally we consider the question whether the total n- and
p-induced decay rates can be separated experimentally. As
we already saw this is not possible in the nd decay channel.
There the two processes interfere coherently and the indi-
vidual theoretical rates do not sum up to the total rate. In the
3N decay channel the total rate is very close to the sum of
the individual rates for the n- and p-induced processes. Also,
in the p-u representation of dG @see Eq. ~10!# and displayed
in Figs. 12 and 13, the events from the two different pro-
cesses appear to be nicely separated. On the other hand, in
the Q122S representation, which is directly accessible using
two detectors, we saw cases where an interference was mani-
fest. The total decay rate into three nucleons is
Gn1n1p5E d5s
dkˆ 1dkˆ 2dS
dkˆ 1dkˆ 2dS
58p2E
0
p
dQ12sinQ12E
0
Smax~Q12!
dSs~Q12 ,S !.
~56!
We used the fact that d5s/dkˆ 1dkˆ 2dS depends only on Q12
and S and introduced the length Smax(Q12) of the S curve
depending on Q12 . First of all we notice immediately that
the pure QFS cases, where a final nucleon momentum is
zero, do not contribute, since for kW 350 Q125180° and for
kW 150 or kW 250 the phase space factor in Eq. ~11! is zero.
Nevertheless an angular configuration with Q125180° can
and should be measured by itself, since along the S curve
there will be one point with the exact QFS conditions and as
we saw in Fig. 15 there the n- and p-induced processes can
be cleanly separated. One measures either a pn or an nn pair
and they are generated by p- and n-induced decays, respec-
tively.
We now discuss the quantity
g~Q12!58p2sinQ12E
0
Smax~Q12!
dSs~Q12 ,S ! ~57!
for np and nn detection, respectively. This is shown in Figs.
17 and 18 together with the individual contributions of the
p- and n-induced processes. We see strong peaks near
Q125170° for the full processes. The corresponding values
for the p(n)-induced decay are similar in the peak area for
pn(nn) detection, while the n(p)-induced values are small.
At smaller angles Q12 the p- and n-induced values are
similar to each other in the case of pn detections, while for
nn detection the p-induced quantities dominate. A closer
inspection reveals that the sum of the p- and n-induced val-
ues for each Q12 do not sum up very well to the value ac-
cording to the true physical process, but there are differences
up to 10% (nn detection! around Q125170°. This is a clear
signal for interference.
Let us quantify this question. The representation ~10! of
dGn1n1p/dpdu , which has been displayed in Figs. 8–13,
yields the decay rates for the individual n- and p-induced
processes as well as for the full physical process ~neutron
and proton induced! when integrated over the whole p-uplane. According to Figs. 12 and 13 the n- and p-induced
processes appear to receive their contributions from well-
separated areas in the p-u plane. Quantitatively, however,
this is not true. Restricting the integration in u and p to the
region where the peaks in Figs. 12 and 13 are located results
in only a certain fraction of the full rates. Quantitatively, if
we fix that fraction to 60%, say, for p- and n-induced de-
cays, respectively, we find that the regions displayed in Fig.
19 contribute. In choosing a certain fraction we always start
integration from the highest values ~located in the peaks!
downwards and stop when the assumed fraction has been
reached. Except for a small domain (u'p and p large! the
regions for p- and n-induced decays are clearly separated. Of
course for fractions smaller than 60% this will be even more
the case. For fractions larger than 60%, however, the regions
overlap considerably. An example for 90% is also shown in
Fig. 19. Clearly in such a case the events coming from for
p- and n-induced decays cannot be separated any more ex-
perimentally.
We show the fractional decay rates evaluated over corre-
sponding increasing regions in Tables VI, VII, and in Figs.
FIG. 17. Differential decay rates integrated over the S curve as
a function of Q12 . The p- and n-induced cases are compared to the
physical process. The final state interaction is fully included and all
mesons are exchanged. The curves belong to the case that a proton
and a neutron are detected.
FIG. 18. The same as in Fig. 17 for the case that two neutrons
are detected.
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include all meson exchanges. There the p- and n-induced
rates are compared to the observed rate Gphysical , produced
by the full physical process. Thus if we require that the mea-
sured value is equal to the p- or n-induced decay within a
few percent, one has to restrict the integration in the u-p
plane to certain subregions and the rates to only about 60%
of the full rate.
FIG. 19. The separate regions in the u-p plane contributing to
~a! 60% and ~b! 90% of the rates of n- and p-induced decays. Note
the strong overlap of the different processes in phase space in case
~b!.
TABLE VI. Fractional proton- and neutron-induced decay rates
in units of s21 G (p),(n)5*dG (p),(n)
n1n1p integrated over subdomains in
the u-p plane, where proton-induced decay dominates. They are
compared to the corresponding fractional physical rate.
Area (P) G (p) G (n) Gphysical G (p) /Gphysical
60% 0.80 3107 0.20 3106 0.82 3107 98%
70% 0.94 3107 0.48 3106 0.98 3107 96%
80% 0.11 3108 0.99 3106 0.12 3107 92%
90% 0.12 3108 0.23 3107 0.14 3108 86%Let us map the u-p values into the variables Q12-S , which
are directly accessible experimentally. This is shown in Fig.
20 for 60 and 90%. That picture refers to the detection of a
neutron ~particle 1!-proton ~particle 2! pair. Figure 20 tells
that n-induced decay can be found under all Q12 angles for
small S values. (E2 is then small.! The p-induced decay on
the other hand is to be found for all the Q12 angles around
maximal S values and in the region 160°<Q12<180° for
medium-large S values. ~For small neutron energies.! A cor-
respondingly modified figure could be shown if two neutrons
TABLE VII. Fractional proton- and neutron-induced decay rates
G (p),(n)5*dG (p),(n)
n1n1p in units of s21 integrated over subdomains in
the u-p plane, where neutron-induced decay dominates. They are
compared to the corresponding fractional physical rate.
Area (N) G (p) G (n) Gphysical G (n) /Gphysical
60% 0.34 3106 0.34 3107 0.35 3107 97%
70% 0.11 3107 0.40 3107 0.47 3107 85%
80% 0.29 3107 0.45 3107 0.72 3107 63%
90% 0.50 3107 0.51 3107 0.10 3108 51%
FIG. 20. The separate regions in the Q12-S plane contributing to
~a! 60% and ~b! 90% of the rates of n- and p-induced decays. Note
the strong overlap of the different processes in phase space in case
~b!. ~Particle 1 is a neutron and particle 2 is a proton.!
55 2213NONMESONIC WEAK DECAY OF THE HYPERTRITONwould be detected. If, on the other hand, 90% of the corre-
sponding rates should be detected then the two detectors
would receive events from both processes under the same
angle Q12 and for the same energies in a large portion of the
phase space. Thus experimentally it is not possible to sepa-
rate those processes.
We have to conclude that despite the fact that Gn1n1p is
rather close to the sum of G (p)
n1n1p and G (n)
n1n1p
, the latter
values cannot be determined experimentally, only fractions,
the smaller, the cleaner.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The nonmesonic hypertriton decay has been calculated
based on rigorous solutions of three-body Faddeev equations
for the hypertriton and the 3N scattering states of the final
three nucleons. Realistic NN and hyperon-nucleon interac-
tions have been used. In the meson exchange process the
pion exchange is dominant, but the other included mesons
h , K , v , r , and K* also provide significant contributions of
various signs and magnitudes. The final state interaction
turned out to be very important and reduces the rates for
PWIAS by about a factor of 2. The total nonmesonic decay
rate turns out to be 0.55% of the free L decay rate and is
smaller by an order of magnitude than a previous estimation
@4# which used the pion-exchange model, a much more sim-
plified hypertriton wave function and no FSI. While the p-
and n-induced decays add up manifestly in a coherent man-
ner in the nd decay process, the nnp decay rate is rather well
given as the sum of the n- and p-induced decay rates. Nev-
ertheless these individual decay rates cannot be measuredseparately. Only fractions thereof can be obtained, when the
contributions arise from nonoverlapping regions in phase
space. This subject has been thoroughly discussed in Sec. V.
Detailed information has been given regarding the separation
of p- and n-induced differential decay rates experimentally.
Since the decay rates depend sensitively on the number
and type of mesons exchanged, it will be an interesting
testground for the dynamics of these meson exchanges,
which are driven by weak and a strong vertices. At the same
time the decay rates probe the hypertriton wave function and
the reaction mechanism of the three outgoing nucleons
through their strong final state interaction. The latter one is
especially manifest in the strong FSIP’s, where two nucleons
leave with equal momenta.
The evaluation of the pionic decay into the various bound
states and continuum channels can be performed in a similar
manner and is planned.
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